INTRODUCTION
The existence of the 'So pseudoscalar partner of the J/Q, the 
where only the photon's direction was measured and the hadronic decay products angles and momenta were measured. From the fully measured hadrons one constructs,a missing momentum, $MAs shown in Fig. 7 , the to the photons direction obtain-
is then calculated for each event. '4' -f nn.' + X ,
where all but one of the y's from the r"' s are not seen. It should be noted, however, that the best fit to the peak has p = 0.
HADRONIC FINAL STATES OF "nc(2980)" FROM THE CRYSTAL BALL
The crystal Ball collaboration has recently reportedly preliminary results on observation of the decay "nc(2980)" + nr+a-. The results were obtained using a 3-constraint fit in the Ball for the process,
L hadrons .
No indication for an exclusive signal has been seen yet at $~'(3684 In order to estimate the efficiency for detecting states like (7) quantitatively, a known process was examined in detail. The exclusive state chosen was,
-.9 - 
while (12) 
The branching fraction of "iic (2980) Br(J/1/1(3095)-n("~,(2980)")*Br("~c(2980)"~~~+n-)=(2.7~1.5)x10-4 (17) Figure 13 shows the angular distribution of the radiated photon obtained from events in the region of the peak in Fig. 12 . Fig. 13 . T?le angular distribution of the radiated photon obteined from the region of the peak in Fig. 12 . ey is the polar angle of the radiated photon relative to the e-t beam direction. 
rough estimates of the branching fractions are3 (very preliminary), Br($'(3684)+y"nc(2980)") N 0.2-0.5% (20) Br(J/J1(3095)+y"r1,(2980)") w 1% (21) where J/$(3095) branching fraction is strongly correlated to r. 
The final states observed and their product branching fractions are given in Table I 
